Arc Humanities Press (Arc) operates as a specialist imprint, with a focus on premodern studies, in partnership with Amsterdam University Press (AUP). It was established as the publishing arm of the learned society for medieval studies worldwide CARMEN Worldwide Medieval Network, and comprises a dozen acquisitions and publishing experts from around the world. In partnering with AUP, Arc offers all the advantages of continental Europe’s largest university press, including worldwide distribution, whilst offering authors the benefits of dealing with a highly motivated team of medieval and early modern specialists.

Borderlines welcomes monographs and edited collections that, while firmly rooted in late antique, medieval and early modern periods, are “edgy” and may introduce approaches, methodologies or theories from the social sciences, health studies, and the sciences. Typically, volumes are theoretically aware whilst introducing novel approaches to topics of key interest to scholars of the pre-modern past.

Borderlines launches a third pillar of content for Arc Humanities Press (beyond the original two pillars of the global past, and social impact research and applied research into the past). It reinforces one of CARMEN’s key aims, namely to foster research links beyond the humanities. The series therefore operates under the auspices of the CARMEN Publications Committee.

**Geographical Scope**

Western Europe and Beyond

**Chronological Scope**

200 – 1700

**Keywords:** Intersections between science, history, and literature, including with medical history and health studies; humanities and the social sciences, including anthropology, archaeology, demographics, human geography, legal history, pedagogy, political science, socio-economic history.

**Proposals Welcome**

Publications of conventional length (70,000 to 110,000) as well as short-form (45,000 to 60,000) are accepted.

**Further Information**

Please contact any of our team of acquisition editors (emails listed on https://arc-humanities.org/team).
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